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Q&A 

 

Vaughan Lewis (Morgan Stanley): Hi.  It is Vaughan Lewis from Morgan Stanley.  First 

one on markets, you have only done 6 million of EBITDA in the first half.  Can you just give 

us an outlook of where you expect that to end up in the full-year and then whether that has 

an impact on the earn-out that you are planning for next year? 

Secondly, the receivables are up a little over 20 million from the year-end.  Can you run 

through the dynamics there, and whether there is any sort of trouble collecting cash or 

anything like that? 

Then, thirdly, you talked a lot about the locked in growth from the contracts you have already 

signed.  Can you give us an idea about how much revenue you are expecting from all of those 

contracts in aggregate?  I know you will not give them individually, but maybe a percentage 

that you see as locked in for Q4.  Thanks. 

Speaker: Okay.  I will start with the questions on markets.  First of all, let me reiterate the 

fact that the first half is reflecting the transition period for markets.  Right now, we look at the 

forecast for the end of the year other than the fact that we believe that we now have the right 

platform for growth.  It is also affected by the volatility in the market so the market 

conditions are definitely required in order to cater for growth in the second half.  We definitely 

believe that we can get there but I would caveat that with both the volatility and any further 

developments that may happen in terms of regulations.  The regulations can continue to 

develop. 

We believe we are well-positioned.  We welcome the changes in the regulations.  We actually 

think it caters for, eventually, companies such as Markets.com gaining more market shares.  

The industry is very fragmented.  There are a lot of brokers out there, some of them are more 

aggressive than the historic aggressive brokers prior to changes in the regulations, and we 

believe that these changes will cater for a more consolidated market where the market share 

will be split with the bigger ones with a more responsible broker such as ourselves. We 

definitely welcome that. 

In terms of the earn-out, we believe, at this stage, there are no changes to the projections 

that we have for the earn-out.  I think it is too early right now to make any changes.  We are 

still confident of the growth of the business.  We do not look at this business in a short 

timeframe.  We take a mid to long-term approach to this business.  This is now really a 

transition period which we came to the market and disclosed back on within the annual 

accounts for 2015.  No surprises there.  However, we do believe that we are now well-

positioned for growth onwards. 

In terms of the receivables, I would say,  to clarify, we have collected a 100% of the 

outstanding receivable at the year-end and we are almost collecting a 100% right now of all 

outstanding amounts from the interims as well.  There are no issues on collections.  It is only 

a matter of cut of dates and nothing beyond that.  Our cash convergence, as I indicated as 

part of our presentation, is close to 100% in terms of operating cash to EBITDA and the only 

element is just the timing.  It is only an element of when we send the monthly invoices to our 
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customers and the timing of when we actually collect that.  In some cases, we get the money 

before the month end, in some cases, a few days after.  This is the only element reflected in 

the growth of the receivables and the growth of the business all together. 

Speaker: Yes. Obviously worth mentioning that we have not changed anything there.  Since I 

remember the company or since the beginning, we never changed the payment terms or the 

contracts with our customers or the way we recognise our revenue, just to give you more 

comfort on that.  It is just a matter of the cut-off date. 

As for the growth, I think that it is too early to quantify that.  Obviously in some cases, it is 

depending on certain successful migrations, I am happy to say that the Sun Bingo migration 

that follows the Sun bits[?] launch earlier in the year was very successful for us.  Obviously, 

we mentioned this morning, Fortuna, that in agreement with Fortuna that we just signed with 

will go live in the beginning of 2017 on the back of the new regulations.  Therefore, I think it 

is quite early to quantify that. 

I will just mention Fortuna, Pocoyo Star, Sun Bingo.  In Romania, we launched with Fortuna 

Superbet, Maxbet so there is a long list of new customers that will immediately, or in a very 

short period, start contributing towards our revenues.  While I think it is too early to quantify, 

I would say that it comfortably puts us in a position that supports the double-digit growth 

going forward which is the story of Playtech and the essence of the B2Bbusiness that we 

have, and we definitely intend to continue with that. 

James Reid (Deutsche Bank): Good morning.  James Reid from Deustche Bank.  A couple 

of questions, please. 

Firstly, just in terms of your discussions with M&A. Obviously, if they go well you will soak up 

some of the cash you have got sitting on the balance sheet.  However, ultimately, would you 

be happy with some leverage, and how much? 

Secondly, in terms of the consolidation theme in the sector. How do you believe that will 

ultimately effect Playtech, especially with new larger players aiming to take more control of 

technology? 

Speaker: Okay.  Let me answer the first one.  Let me just reiterate what we said as part of 

the presentation.  The fact that we are issuing the special dividend does not change anything 

with in terms of our capability to do M&A.  €150 million is not changing any potential 

acquisition of Playtech.  It does not change the scope of this or the size of any potential 

acquisition.  We are looking at a variety of acquisitions.  Some of them are bigger.  Some of 

them are smaller.  We definitely have access to further debt.  We are very rich on cash at the 

moment, and we have immediate access to significant level of debt if we are at the position 

where we see the right opportunity and the right transaction, we would definitely go for that 

and there are no restrictions for us. 

Speaker: Yes.  I think sector consolidation actually measures an opportunity for Playtech and 

I think it is very evident by the reaction of the market today. For example, with the Paddy 

Power Betfair merger, the opportunity lies with the combination of both companies and 

further growth, and also the underlying performance of the combined group.  Playtech intends 

to become a key supplier, as it is for Paddy Power, Betfair, Gala, Coral and Ladbrokes 

separately, currently, however, once they merge later in the year, we will become a key 
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supplier to both to the combined group.  I think that it is a real opportunity for Playtech.  I 

think that in sourcing, in general, is actually overstated.  I think that those that tried – I 

mean a lot of those that tried, failed.  I think that the trends in the industry will remain the 

same.  Therefore, I do not see that as a real risk.  Just think about the current contribution 

the Playtech makes to very big groups, Paddy Power, Betfair, Gala, Coral and Ladbrokes 

separately.  All together, it is a very important one to the business.  Therefore, I think that for 

saving a few costs out of this relationship, they put a lot at risk, not to mention the fact that 

developing software is not as easy as people may think.  I think that some companies try [in-

sourcing] but the end result was not as good as they expected.   

We do, however, acknowledge the fact that our approach would be a more open platform 

approach and we cater for that - so we allow customers to launch their own games if they 

want and integrate other people’s or other content provider’s games so they have the widest 

variety of games for their customers.  We did say that in the past we worked hard towards 

that, and we continue to do that in order to provide them with the right balance of the best 

platform that will support their on-going operations with the best products, but still some 

flexibility integrating third-party products and games so they will have the best offering in 

each and every corresponding market. 

Gavin Kelleher (Goodbody): Good morning, Gavin Kelleher from Goodbody.  Just two for 

me please.  Just on the 9 million at cost saving and services, you had a note on an annualised 

basis, you talked about that it had been reinvested.  Where has it been reinvested and what 

will the net saving be?  Is it all being reinvested?   

Linked to that, just on group margins - a decent improvement on H1.  I think in the release 

this morning, you talked about further scope for improvement in H2.  Just given the amount 

of moving parts with FX and underlying growth in the business improvement in white label 

and everything, can you just give us some guidelines on where they could come out in 2017? 

Speaker: Of course.  With respect to the 9 million costs saving, that cost will be reinvested in 

the the localised operations that we do for the services division.  When we talk about 

Caliente, we talk about Mexico.  When we Marca, we talk about Spain.  This is where we 

essentially we will reinvest.  Most of the cost is effectively already incurred, so a lot of the 9 

million will be falling through to the bottom line.  There will be additional cost related to 

certain relocations of employees to additional growth in some of the operations that we have 

there. 

It is still too early right now to have a full view on how much of that will be contributing to the 

EBITDA, but we believe it will be a significant part of that.  In terms of the group margin, 

given the fact that the changes in the cost or the deficiencies in the cost base were done 

during the period, we do not see the full effect of that in the margin for the first half.  A lot of 

it will be impacted in the second half.  With that being said, it will be balanced with the Sun 

Bingo for example.  The growth in the white label, it will balance the margin so that when we 

look at the core gaming margin, we believe it will improve potentially by another percent or 

so.  This will be balanced by the growth in the Sun, which in the beginning will definitely have 

a significant impact on the margin for the second half, given it is going to be predominantly 

for Q4.  We believe that the contribution to EBITDA will be minimal in that quarter if at all.  It 

is really the beginning and is yet to be seen.  For 2017, we believe altogether that the gaming 
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margin will show a positive improvement and we will also see some contribution of the Sun in 

addition to that, although it will impact the margin. 

Tal Grant (UBS): Tal Grant of UBS.  Congratulations on the strong first half in gaming.  I 

just have three questions.  First of all, I had a question on – so, you grew 17% like-for-like in 

H1, could you tell us if you stripped out the Asian royalty rate increases, what that would look 

like?   

Secondly, just wondering on the Philippines, obviously you guys have a lot of your operators 

based there, have you had conversations with them, how easy would it be for them to move 

jurisdictions if they had to, given some of the stuff the president is saying there? 

Finally, you talked about the mobile opportunity, could you tell us, in the UK so far, is it a 

cannibalisation of desktop or is there any evidence you can share of the total increase of 

player value as they start playing on mobile?  Thanks. 

Speaker: Okay.  I will answer the first and the last one, if I may.  In terms of the growth-X, 

the growth in Asia, this 70% will decrease to, I would say, mid to high single digit in terms of 

the growth. Excluding Asia in its entirety, not just excluding the commercial changes, I will 

not calculate immediately, but it will be a number in between, we will need to calculate that, 

but I can easily give it after. 

In terms of the mobile cannibalisation, if you remember, last year, we actually presented this 

as part of the presentation, a case study on the mobile penetration in the UK market 

specifically, where we showed a significant uplift in the mobile.  I think the nominal change 

was around 70% growth in mobile, from memory, it is on our website, so we can check it.  I 

think what we showed in that presentation is that the majority of this growth was not 

cannibalising the growth on desktop.  We showed growth on website, although marginal, but 

still growth on desktop.  In addition, on incremental growth on mobile, now that does not 

mean there is no cannibalisation on desktop potentially.  Without mobile, the growth in 

desktop would have been higher, but we still see that it is a significant contributor to profits, 

and it is mostly incremental and not really taking away the opportunity for cannibalising the 

numbers. 

Speaker: Yes, on the Philippines, maybe worth mentioning before we touch on the Philippines 

specifically, that the revenue generated in Asia for Playtech, our combination of various 

bookmakers operating out of other jurisdictions such as Gibraltar and Marca, but obviously, 

we have a big business driven by the Philippines. 

The references made so far since Duterte, the new president was elected, was specifically, to 

a different licensing regime, where local activities operated or that local activity operated 

under, and given the fact that we do not have any, currently, any revenues generated locally, 

we do not see that as any risk to Playtech or there will not be any impact on our numbers. 

Our customers operate under a different licensing Philippine regime that falls under a different 

structure, but our customers are some based in the Philippines operating from the Philippines 

into other Asian markets, and nothing prevents them from being in the Philippines, albeit it is 

a very, very important income source for the government, and therefore, I think it will be 

important for the government to keep it, but we do not believe that it puts any incremental 

risk on our business, or our customers some of which relocated and migrated the businesses 
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from other parts of Asia, Cambodia and Vietnam, given how attractive the Philippine licensing 

regime was, and given that it was sponsored by the government originally. 

Therefore, I think that, just to summarise, the references made will refer to local activity, 

nothing to do with Playtech, in fact our customers do not accept bets from the Philippines, 

they are not allowed to do that, they operate from the Philippines into other markets, and as I 

indicated, nothing prevents them from moving back to their original countries if necessary, 

not that I expect it, by the way. 

Simon Davies (Canaccord): Good morning.  Simon Davies from Canaccord.  Three from 

me.  First, in terms of financial trading, obviously, a lot of restructuring activity taking place.  

Can you quantify the cost savings that you think can come through on an annualised basis, 

and where do you think margins in that business can get to on a two to three-year view? 

Secondly on Asia, you referred again to improved commercial terms, any chance you can 

quantify the impact of that and is that run its course through fiscal ’16 or is there more to go 

for in ’17? 

Finally, can you talk a bit about current trading that BGT, what kind of growth rates are you 

seeing there, and how is the new customer pipeline shaping up? 

Speaker: Okay.  In terms of cost efficiencies in markets, and the markets margin going 

forward, first of all, the margin for the financial division is highly dependent on the market 

volatility as well.  The first half was not as strong, other than putting aside the effect of 

Brexit, really at the end of the first half.  It was mainly a quiet period in terms of volatility, 

definitely, when we talk about intraday volatility. 

We believe that the sustainable margins for the B to C business would be around 25% to 

30%, but that can significantly improve on the back of B to B opportunities, so it really 

depends on the growth of the B to B or the pipeline of the B to B that we have, which we are 

quite excited about, which will enable us to grow the margin going forward and will definitely 

contribute to our EBITDA, we talk about B to B opportunities in jurisdictions where we have 

no presence whatsoever, which does not compete with our B to C business, and therefore 

fully complementing our business.  We believe the B to C as a stand alone should be around 

25% annualised, again, depending on volatility, evolution of the markets, regulation changes, 

etcetera, etcetera. 

Second question as on the commercial changes in Asia.  This had a full impact in 2016 

already, so it happened really at the beginning of 2016, beginning of January 2016.  It was 

something that was catered already as part of our commercial arrangement with the 

customers, so nothing that was negotiated newly, it was simply an arrangement where at the 

beginning of a certain period of time was where we enabled the customers to enjoy a 

discounted fee where after a certain period of time it was automatically changed to the more 

normalised fee that we charge, and that already affected all throughout 2016.  In terms of 

quantifying that, that contributed a single digit in terms of the growth to the topline. 

Speaker: BGT’s performance remains strong, BGT is going from strength to strength.  

Actually we have more business that we intend to take than we can afford currently, so we 

need to prioritise and we have teams working together with the BGT management, very, very 

strong management led by Armie[?], the CEO and founder of this business.  We work closely, 
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we already had some customers, UK bookmakers that on the back of this transaction, 

travelled to CBGT to start realising how the omni-channel should look like, and how we 

integrate those, so obviously, we should expect the growth to come from the combination of 

existing customers such as Ladbrokes and Coral integrating the BGT, integrating BGT with our 

online offering, as well as new customers for BGT in different retail markets, we are in 

discussions with Fortuna, we are in discussions with Caliente, there is a very, very strong 

pipeline and therefore, I think that BGT which currently performs as expected, slightly, 

actually a little bit more than we expected already, will continue to go from strength to 

strength.  As we indicated, we expect it to further grow in the coming years on the back of 

how attractive SSBTs are across the UK, which we believe will be adapted in other markets as 

well. 

Speaker: Are there some more questions?  More? 

Simon French (Cenkos): Simon French at Cenkos.  Two for me please.  First, can you just 

clarify exactly what services and new products you’re going to be offering to the Coral Group 

please?  And then secondly, is there going to be an impact in your revenue share agreements 

as UK moves to tax on gross gaming revenue rather than net for bingo and casino next year? 

Speaker: Yes.  So what we provide, actually, it is quite interesting because it is the case for 

both Paddy Power Betfair and Gala Coral, Ladbrokes.  Actually the set of contracts for both 

combined groups our very, very similar for Paddy Power Betfair, we provide all the gaming 

because poker, bingo, games and live casino.  For Ladbrokes and Gala Coral actually it 

extends beyond that, we provide them with the FOBTs, we provide them now with the SSBTs, 

we provide them with the entire infrastructure of their online operation including the wallet 

and then on top of that we have all the products and channels including casino, poker, bingo 

games, games channels and live casino, so a very, very comprehensive contract. 

In terms of gaming, gross gaming revenues and net revenues, we always charged on the 

basis of net revenues so even if they pay higher taxes it will be deducted in order to cater for 

the taxes of this they do not enjoy.  I think that will only fill the Playtech will charge them the 

basis of net revenues given the fact that unlike marketing the operators do not really enjoy 

from the fact that they pay taxes and it does not really grow their business.  In fact, it puts 

them under more pressure and therefore we will have to cater for that and we are realistic 

that we will have to cater for that because this is the right thing to do with our customers. 

The impact, obviously, we believe will be insignificant as we indicated even at the year of – 

when the tax was introduced we managed to grow our business in absolute terms and we 

expect that this change will not have a very significant impact to and our numbers. 

Speaker: Okay.  Any more?  Ron and more are available for private consultations as it were.  

 So I think if there are no more questions, thank you very much for coming along.  Have a 

 good day. 

Speaker: Thank you. 

Speaker: Thank you. 
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